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Code Alt Ref Description Dims, h x Ø, mm Price
FLY1260 59-116 Small population cage 366 x 229  £575.00
FLY1258 59-104 Large population cage 610 x 305  £1101.00

Population Cages

Featuring cylindrical extruded acrylic for a corner-free interior. The durable custom sewn 
cloth end caps are form-fitted and held tight by adjustable hose clamps. One end cap 
features extended netting for easy, safe access. To close the fly cage, simply tie the netting 
in a knot. The cage sits securely on a durable plastic cradle.

Code Alt Ref Description For use with Price
FLY1218 59-105 Mini embryo collection cage 35mm petri dishes  £82.00
FLY1212 59-100 Small embryo collection cage 60mm petri dshes  £105.00
FLY1214 59-101 Large embryo collection cage 100mm petri dishes  £151.00
FLY1172 59-106 Mini replacement end caps FLY1218  £22.90
FLY1154 59-102 Small replacement end caps FLY1212  £26.40
FLY1224 59-103 Large replacement end caps FLY1214  £33.70

Embryo Collection Cages

Made of durable acrylic, these convenient embryo collection cages feature an extended 
end cap (flexible LDPE) which accommodates a Petri dish. This unique easy-to-use feature 
eliminates the need for tape, while maintaining cage integrity. Stainless steel mesh (97µm) 
is fused to the top of the cage to allow ample breathability and eliminate condensation. 
Must be cleaned with cold soapy water. 

Code Alt Ref Description Int Ø, mm Price
FLY1184 46-101 Small mesh basket 190  £13.29
FLY1182 46-103 Midi mesh basket 254  £6.81
FLY1176 46-102 Large mesh basket 125  £16.90

Mesh Baskets

Made of durable PVC, these threaded baskets are quite handy to make your own mesh sieves.

Code Alt Ref Pore Size, µm Material Price
FLY1262 57-100 97 Stainless steel  £56.00
FLY1178 57-101 630 Nitex nylon  £30.60
FLY1116 57-102 120 Nitex nylon  £36.20
FLY1152 57-103 100 Nitex nylon  £55.00
FLY1158 57-104 64 Nitex nylon  £70.00
FLY1186 57-105 30 Nitex nylon  £116.00
FLY1264 57-107 250 Nitex nylon  £97.00

Mesh

This mesh can be cut and added to the mesh baskets to create a sieve. This mesh has a 
variety of uses in the lab and different opening sizes to meet the needs of any Drosophila 
lab. Sold by the linear foot from 40-48” rolls.
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